Vacation Clothing For Men

Vacations act as great refreshment that helps us in forgetting our worries for a while and enjoy the beauty of nature. During such holidays, you should completely relax and enjoy the cool breeze, scenic beauty consisting of beautiful flowers, hills, lakes etc. But mind you men; we cannot expect you to be chillaxing in your business suits. There is special vacation clothing for men and they are just apt for chill out purpose. The collection of Men holiday clothing is really cool consisting of funky summer vacation men clothing and the man winter clothing for vacations is simply mind-blowing.

In summers, the most practical outfit seems to be one that soaks sweat quickly and at the same time provides ample space for free flow of air. But what matters most to modern men is the styling. If you are planning a night out, then the casual sweatshirts are just too good. Denim jackets are apt for the rough and tough men. You can don them with any pair of trousers be it the baggy type or the skin fit kind.

Polo T-shirts are simply amazing and the best part is that these preppy wear can be attired with all as in jeans, track pants and drawstring shorts. But if you are looking out for a more formal top style then the best is to go in for short sleeve button down shirt. It adds on grace and embellishes your personality. While enjoying the evening tea in the home garden, cargo shorts are absolutely impeccable. Another good alternative is the 4 and 6 pocket pants. And guys do not forget to carry your sexy swimsuit. Floral patterns in swimwear are hot and happening. So, you young men out there go buy funky vacation clothing and get set to rock and roll.

Woman Fashion

Woman fashion is not just about wearing woman fashion clothing. It is something that you can associate yourself with. Your urban woman fashion style should go in consistency with fashion trend and your personality. Your body frame, skin tone, comfort level and personal attitude are some factors that determine your fashion statement.

Fashion tips for women: Body frame:

If you are plump, avoid sleeveless cuts. Wear dark colors rather than going in for lighter shades and if you wish to wear lighter shades then prefer dull colors like instead of sky blue go in for dull blue or dirty blue. Small prints and vertical line prints give a slimmer look. Heavy built should avoid cotton sarees and Kota sarees and should instead attire oneself in Chiffon and Georgette sarees.

If you have a medium structure, you should choose beige and fawn colors. With this kind of constitution, you can dress yourself in georgette saree or satin. In case of blouses, prefer nets, as they are a great help in disguising physical flaws. If you are thin, you can carry off well in all colors. The entire range of beautiful shades will suit you. Sleeveless, deep cuts and strapped blouses can also be worn.
Skin tone:

If your complexion is fair, gold with a blend of copper would look wonderful. If you are medium/ wheatish colored, go in for mixed shades of white, beige and bronzy golden. Dark skin toned should wrap up themselves with goldenish copper shades.

Comfort level and personal attitude.

Your comfort level becomes an equally important determinant in deciding your style. If you do not feel very comfortable wearing western outfits but at the same time want to maintain a smart cosmopolitan look, Indo western style would add on charm to your personality. If you are shy introvert types, then you can carry yourself better in a sari with boat necked or square necked blouses. If you are bold and outspoken type, you can choose to pick up sleeveless, deep-necked blouses or may be with straps.

So, whether you go in for hip-hop style or classic style fashion, it should coincide with your personality.